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Formal Aspects of Computing (1997) 3: 1{000c 1997 BCS
Compositional Speci�cationof Mobile SystemsRadu Grosu1 and Ketil St�len21TU M�unchen, D-80290 M�unchen, Germany2Institute for Energy Technology, P.O.Box 173, N-1751 Halden, NorwayKeywords: Denotational Model, Data-ow, Input/Output Relation, Mobile Sys-tem, Many-to-many Communication, Point-to-point Communication, Speci�cation,Timing.Abstract. This paper generalizes a speci�cation technique based on input/outputrelations on streams to describe mobile systems. We consider networks of compo-nents communicating asynchronously via unbounded directed channels. Mobilityis achieved by allowing the components to communicate channel ports. We dis-tinguish between many-to-many and two variants of point-to-point communication.The communication paradigms are semantically under-pinned by denotational mod-els. The models are formulated in the context of timed nondeterministic data-ownetworks and presented in a step-wise fashion. The emphasis is on capturing thespecial kind of dynamic hiding characterizing mobile systems. We demonstrate theproposed approach in a number of small examples.1. IntroductionMotivated by the need to model object-oriented programming languages and open-ness in distributed applications, the study of mobile systems has become a verypopular research area. Most of the early theoretical research on mobility is of arather operational nature; see for instance [HBS73, EN86, Tho89, BB90, Mes91,MPW92a, MPW92b]. A denotational understanding of mobility is, however, an es-sential prerequisite for the compositional development of mobile, and consequentlyobject-oriented reactive systems. Recently several researchers have studied mobilityin a denotational setting; see for example [JJ95, FMS96, Sta96]. These denotationalapproaches are all directed towards the �-calculus. In this paper we look at mobilityfrom a di�erent angle; our objective is to build a speci�cation formalism for mobilesystems based on streams.As usual in the case of natural language concepts, there is some disagreementwith respect to what it actually means for a system to be mobile. In this paper westick to the de�nition of Robin Milner: A mobile system is a system in which everyCorrespondence and o�print requests to: grosu@informatik.tu-muenchen.de, Ketil.Stoelen@hrp.no



2 Radu Grosu, Ketil St�lencomponent may change its communication partners on the basis of computationand interaction [Mil91]. This means, for example, that this paper is not concernedwith the kind of mobility achieved by allowing the components to communicate(migrate) processes (although this can easily be simulated by the communicationof ports).The use of input/output relations (I/O-relations) to specify computerized com-ponents is well-known. For example, VDM [Jon90] and Z [Spi88] are both based onthis approach: A speci�cation of a sequential component C characterizes the rela-tionship between its initial and �nal states. The initial state can be understood asthe input of C produced by C 's environment before the execution of C is initiated.The �nal state can be understood as the output produced by C itself.Reactive components can be speci�ed in a similar manner. For example, Focus[BS97] is based on I/O-relations: A speci�cation of a reactive component C char-acterizes the relationship between its input and output streams. A tuple of inputstreams represents histories of input messages sent by C 's environment along C 'sinput channels. A tuple of output streams represents histories of output messagessent by C itself along C 's output channels.The main di�erence between ordinary reactive systems and mobile systems isthe latter's much more sophisticated concept of hiding. In mobile systems the scopeof variables changes dynamically during run-time. Hence, we need notions of hidingthat, on the one hand, are su�ciently exible to allow this kind of dynamic scoping,and, on the other hand, are su�ciently expressive to disallow undesirable visibility.The notion of hiding required is highly dependent upon the underlying commu-nication paradigm. We demonstrate the importance of this by studying mobilitywith respect to three di�erent communication paradigms: Asynchronous many-to-many (m2m) communication and two variants of asynchronous point-to-point (p2p)communication.In the m2m-case several components may simultaneously output messages alongthe same channel, and several components may simultaneously input messages fromthe same channel. In the p2p-case we distinguish between p2p-communication withand without channel sharing.In the case of p2p-communication with channel sharing, a channel may haveseveral receivers and also several senders, but never at the same time: At any pointin time, a channel has exactly one sender and exactly one receiver. However, sincechannel ports can be forwarded from one component to another, the identities ofthe sender and the receiver may change during computation; a channel port isimmediately forgotten by the forwarding component.Ports can also be forwarded in the case of p2p-communication without chan-nel sharing. However, this is allowed only until the communication on the channelis started up. Thus, in this case, the sender and the receiver of a channel remainthe same during the whole computation. P2p-communication with channel shar-ing can be understood as a special case of m2m-communication. Moreover, p2p-communication without channel sharing can be understood as a special case ofp2p-communication with channel sharing.This paper generalizes traditional I/O-relations on streams to specify mobilesystems with respect to these three communication paradigms. The presented ap-proach is fully compositional and semantically under-pinned by denotational modelsexpressed in the context of timed nondeterministic data-ow networks. We con-sider networks of autonomous components communicating via directed channels ina time-synchronous and message-asynchronous manner. Time-synchrony is achievedby using a global clock that splits the time axis into discrete, equidistant time units.Message-asynchrony is achieved by allowing arbitrary, but �nitely many messagesto be sent along a channel in each time unit. Mobility is achieved by allowing thecomponents to communicate ports.



Compositional Speci�cation of Mobile Systems 3We distinguish between three speci�cation formats | one for each communica-tion paradigm. They are syntactically distinguished by keywords. Each speci�cationformat allows a wide variety of mobile systems to be described. The particular choiceof format for a given application depends on the nature of the application and theinvariants to be maintained. To allow the reader to appreciate these di�erences, wespecify several variants of the mobile telephones network discussed in [Mil91]. InExample 3, we specify a variant in the m2m-format; in Example 4 and 5, we specifyp2p-variants.The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce some basic no-tions and corresponding notation; in Section 3, we introduce the model for m2m-communication and build a speci�cation language on top of it; in Section 4, we dothe same for the two variants of p2p-communication; in Section 5, we sum up ourresults and relate our approach to the literature. There are also four appendices:In Appendix A, we de�ne the underlying metrics; in Appendix B, we prove someresults for the m2m-model; in Appendix C, we do the same for the p2p-models.Finally in Appendix D we relate the p2p- and the m2m-models.2. Basic NotionsAs mentioned in the introduction, our approach is based on streams. In this sectionwe introduce notation for the description, manipulation and composition of streams.2.1. Communication HistoriesA stream is a sequence of elements of some type E ; E�, E1 and E! are the sets of�nite, in�nite and both �nite and in�nite streams over E , respectively. We model thecommunication histories of directed channels by in�nite streams of �nite streams ofmessages. Each �nite stream represents the communication history within a �xedleast unit of time. M is the set of all messages; hence, (M �)1 and (M �)� are,respectively, the set of all complete and partial communication histories. In the se-quel, by communication histories we mean complete communication histories unlessotherwise stated.A port is a channel name together with an access right, which is either an inputright, represented by ?, or an output right, represented by !. Hence, if N is the set ofall channel names, then ?N � f?i j i 2 N g is the corresponding set of input ports,!N � f!i j i 2 N g is the corresponding set of output ports, and ?!N � ?N[ !N is theset of all ports. We assume that ?!N � M . D � M n?!N is the set of all messagesnot contained in the set of ports. For any n 2 N and S � ?!N , we de�ne:e!n � ?n; f?n � !n; S � ?!N n S ; eS � fep j p 2 SgSince components exchange ports, each component can potentially access any chan-nel in N . For that reason we model the input and the output histories of a componentby functions of the following signature: N ! (M �)1. We refer to these functionsas named communication histories. In the sequel we use H to denote this set.2.2. Guarded FunctionsWe model deterministic components by functions f 2 H ! H mapping inputhistories to output histories. We model nondeterministic components by sets ofsuch functions. The functions process their inputs incrementally : At any point intime, their outputs are independent of their future inputs. Such functions are called



4 Radu Grosu, Ketil St�lenweakly guarded. If the outputs the functions produce in time unit t are not onlyindependent of future inputs | the inputs received during time unit t + 1 or later| but also of the inputs received during time unit t , the functions are called stronglyguarded. Intuitively, the strongly guarded functions introduce a delay of at least onetime unit between input and output; the weakly guarded functions also allow zero-delay behavior.In the following, Nat denotes the set of natural numbers and Nat+ the setNat n f0g. We also identify (M �)1 with the set of total functions Nat+ ! M �. Forany t 2 Nat+ and r 2 E1, by r#t we denote the pre�x of r consisting of exactlyt elements. For t = 0, by r # t we denote hi, the empty stream. This operator isoverloaded to H in the obvious manner: For any � 2 H , �#t is obtained from � bysubstituting �(n)#t for �(n) for each n 2 N .De�nition 1. (Guarded function) A function f 2 H ! H is weakly guarded if8 �; ' 2 H ; t 2 Nat+ : �#t = '#t ) f (�)#t = f (')#tand strongly guarded if8 �; ' 2 H ; t 2 Nat : �#t = '#t ) f (�)#t+1 = f (')#t+1This de�nition is naturally extended to functions mapping tuples of input historiesto tuples of output histories. A weakly guarded function is non-expansive and astrongly guarded function is contractive with respect to the Baire metric [Eng77]on streams1. Hence, by Banach's �x-point theorem, each strongly guarded functionhas a unique �x-point (in the case of feedback). It is also well-known [Eng77] thatthe functional composition of a strongly and a weakly guarded function yields astrongly guarded function.2.3. Notational ConventionsIn this section we introduce some helpful notation. For any n-tuple of elements w ,stream of elements s , set of elements A, and j 2 Nat+:� hi is the empty stream;� �j (w) is the j th element of w if 1 � j � n;� #s is the length of s ;� s(j ) is the j th element of s if 1 � j � #s ;� ha1; : : : ; aj i is the stream of length j starting with element a1 followed by a2; a3,and so on;� As s is the stream obtained from s by removing any element in s not containedin A; for instance, fa; bgs ha; b; c; d ; ai = ha; b; ai.The s operator is overloaded to sets of pairs of messages X � A�B and pairs ofstreams (r ; s) of the same length in a straightforward way: For each t , (r(t); s(t))is �ltered away i� it is not in X . For instance:f(a; b); (a; a)gs (ha; a; b; bi; ha; b; b; ai) = (ha; ai; ha; bi)3. Many-to-Many CommunicationIn this section we consider m2m-communication. We start by explaining what itmeans for a function to be privacy preserving ; then we de�ne components in terms1 See Appendix A for a de�nition of this metric.



Compositional Speci�cation of Mobile Systems 5of such functions and we introduce operators for parallel composition and hiding. Ontop of this formalism we build a small speci�cation language in an example-drivenmanner.3.1. Privacy PreservationA stream processing function f 2 H ! H , modeling a component in the m2m-case,is not only required to be strongly guarded, but also to be privacy preserving. Theprivacy preservation property formalizes the rules for how components may gainaccess to ports.
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Fig. 1The behavior of a privacy preserving function f can be described with respect toFigure 1 as follows. Initially, f inputs on a designated set of input ports ?I andoutputs along a designated set of output ports !O . These two sets identify theinitial interface of the component modelled by f ; we often refer to it as (I ;O). Tomake sure that channels created by di�erent components in a network have di�erentnames, the function f is also assigned an initial set of private port names P knownonly by the component modelled by f . The ports in ?!P are passive; the ports inthe initial interface are active. By aMt we denote the set of active ports at timet and by pMt the set of passive ports at time t . Initially, at time 0 we have thataM1 = ?I [ !O and pM1 = ?!P . Obviously, the initial set of passive ports shouldbe disjoint from the initial set of active ports; thus, we require that (I [O)\P = fg.During the computation, the number of active ports gradually increases and thenumber of passive ports gradually decreases. For example, if the function f inputsa port ?i 62 pMt on an input port it already knows, then it may later also inputmessages on ?i ; if it inputs a port !o 62 pMt on an input port it already knows thenit may also later output messages along !o. Accordingly, whenever the function foutputs a passive port !j 2 pMt , it may later input on ?j what the components thatreceived !j output along j ; whenever the function f outputs a passive port ?k 2 pMt ,it may itself output messages along !k that eventually are input by the componentsthat received ?k . Hence, a port p remains passive as long as its complement port epis not known by the environment. After all, if ep is not known by the environment,then the environment has no means to interact with f along p.Let � and � denote the input and the output of f , respectively. The active andpassive ports of f can be characterized as in the following de�nition.De�nition 2. (Active and passive ports) For any I ;O ;P � N ; �; � 2 H andt 2 Nat+; let aM and pM be de�ned recursively as follows:aM1 � ?I[ !O ; pM1 �?!P ; aMt+1 � aMt [ rMt [ gMt ; pMt+1 � pMt n gMtwhererMt � S?i2aMt fp j p 2 pMt ^ p 2 �(i)(t)ggMt � S!i2aMt fp j p 2 pMt ^ ep 2 �(i)(t)gThen the sets of active and passive ports at time t are characterized by:aMI ;O;P (�; �)(t) � aMt ; pMI ;O;P (�; �)(t) � pMt



6 Radu Grosu, Ketil St�lenThe sets rMt and gMt are the sets of received and generated ports, respectively. Ifthe sets of active and passive ports are disjoint initially, then they are also disjointat any later point in time.In the de�nition of privacy preservation (De�nition 4) we use the functions dmMand rnM to constrain f to maintain the privacy invariant with respect to active andpassive ports informally described above. The functions dmM and rnM characterizethe input and output histories that are actually considered by f .Since the function f runs in an open environment this privacy invariant is notsu�cient unless also the environment sticks to the rules of the game. There arebasically two ways the environment of f can break the rules of the game. First, theenvironment can output a port p 2 gpMt that it has not yet received from f (its dualport ep 2 pMt is passive). Remember that sending a private port p automaticallyactivates its dual ep. In other words, the environment does not yet know p becauseit has not yet been output by f . Second, the environment can output along a port!i 2 gpMt it has not yet received (its dual port ?i 2 pMt is passive and, therefore,not in aMt ).There are several ways to deal with this problem. One alternative is to use amore sophisticated type-construct; a second alternative is to impose an environmentassumption in all de�nitions characterizing exactly those input histories in whichthe environment sticks to the rules of the game; a third alternative, which is usedin this paper, is to constrain dmM and rnM to ignore the input messages that donot respect the privacy restrictions.This solution is satisfactory because we are only interested in environmentsthat can be understood as m2m-components in accordance with De�nition 5; suchcomponents will never break the rules of the game. For that reason, the functionsdmM and rnM are de�ned in such a way that they, in addition to their main task ofcharacterizing the actual domain and range of a function, also correct environmentmistakes. Formally:De�nition 3. (Domain and range) For any t 2 Nat+; I ;O ;P � N ; �; � 2 H ;the domain and range at time t are characterized by:dmMI ;O;P (�; �)(i)(t) � ( (gpMt [ D)s �(i)(t) if ?i 2 aMthi otherwisernMI ;O;P (�; �)(i)(t) � � (pMt [ aMt [ D)s �(i)(t) if !i 2 aMthi otherwisewhere aMt � aMI ;O;P (�; �)(t) and pMt � aMI ;O;P (�; �)(t).We can now de�ne what it means for a function to be privacy preserving.De�nition 4. (Privacy preserving function) A function f 2 H ! H is pri-vacy preserving with respect to I ;O ;P � N i�8 � 2 H : f (�) = f (dmMI ;O;P (�; f (�))) = rnMI ;O;P (�; f (�))Informally speaking, dmM makes sure that f inputs on its active input ports onlyand ignores the ports that are not known by the environment (since pMt containspassive ports, its dual gpMt is not known by the environment); rnM makes sure thatf outputs along its active ports only and it never send a port not contained in itssets of active and passive ports.Privacy preservation is intimately related to the notion of time. For each port preceived (passive port p sent) for the �rst time in time unit t , the function f maycommunicate via p (respectively via ep) from time unit t + 1 onwards. Note thatsuch a causality relation cannot be expressed in an untimed input/output model.



Compositional Speci�cation of Mobile Systems 7We use Mobm2m (I ;O ;P) to denote the set of all strongly guarded functionsthat are privacy preserving with respect to (I ;O ;P). In the sequel we refer to suchfunctions as m2m-functions.In Appendix B, Theorem 5 we prove that any strongly guarded function f 2H ! H can be transformed into an m2m-functionm2mI ;O;P (f ) 2 Mobm2m(I ;O ;P)as follows:m2mI ;O;P (f )(�) = rnMI ;O;P (�; �) where � = f (dmMI ;O;P (�; �))3.2. M2m-ComponentsWe model m2m-components by sets of m2m-functions.De�nition 5. (M2m-component) An m2m-component with initial interface (I ;O)and initial set of passive port-names P is represented by a nonempty set of m2m-functions F � Mobm2m(I ;O ;P) that is closed in the following sense:8 f 2 Mobm2m(I ;O ;P) : (8 � 2 H : 9 f 0 2 F : f (�) = f 0(�))) f 2 FThe closure expresses the black-box view of a component. If an observer is allowedto see only the complete input and output histories, it cannot observe whether thecomponent chooses another function f 0 in F for each input history �.Any pair (�; f (�)) such that f 2 F is a possible input/output-history of thecomponent F ; �(c) is the history of all messages sent by the environment alongthe channel c; similarly, f (�)(c) is the history of all messages sent along c by thecomponent itself. Thus, although we model m2m-communication, each component isrepresented by a pure input/output-relation, where each input history contains onlymessages sent by the environment, and each output history contains only messagessent by the component. We use Compm2m (I ;O ;P) to denote the set of all m2m-components with respect to (I ;O ;P).3.3. Typed Channels and Tuple MessagesThe m2m-model introduced above is both simple and elegant, but not very use-ful from a practical point of view; it can, however, easily be extended with morepractical features. In this section we outline how it can be modi�ed to handle:� typed channels and ports;� tuple messages consisting of both ordinary messages and typed ports.The usefulness of the �rst extension should be obvious; the second one allows us tobind a port to a message | for example, the message may be some request whosereply should be sent to a particular component identi�ed by the port. T is the setof all types. Each channel is assigned a type by the functiontype 2 N ! TThis function is overloaded to ports in the obvious way:type(?n) � ?type(n); type(!n) � !type(n)To accommodate tuple messages, we assume that any �nite tuple of messages fromM is itself a member of M ; accordingly, any �nite Cartesian product of elementsfrom T is itself an element of T . HT is the set of communication histories that aretype-correct according to type. Formally:HT � f� 2 H j 8n 2 N : �(n) 2 (type(n)�)1g



8 Radu Grosu, Ketil St�lenDe�nitions 2, 3, 4, 5 carry over straightforwardly: dmM and rnM are rede�ned tolook for ports inside tuple messages. The two extensions outlined in this sectionare straightforward but result in more complicated de�nitions thereby reducing thereadability of the paper; for this reason, we work with the basic model (without thetwo extensions) when we de�ne parallel composition and hiding in Sections 3.5 and3.6, and when we prove some results about the m2m-model in Appendix B.3.4. Elementary M2m-Speci�cationsThe next step is to build a speci�cation language on top of the model introducedabove. This language is presented in an example-driven manner. In this section weintroduce elementary speci�cations; composite speci�cations and the use of explicithiding are treated in Section 3.7.Since the m2m-model is timed, we can easily handle real-time. Nevertheless,since this paper is concerned with the speci�cation of mobility and not with thespeci�cation of real-time requirements, we abstract away the timing and work withuntimed streams when we write speci�cations. HA � N ! M ! is the set of all un-timed communication histories. For any � 2 HT , by � we denote its time-abstraction:the element in HA obtained from � by concatenating the �nite sub-streams in eachin�nite stream into a stream of messages2. For instance, given that _ is the con-catenation operator for streams, we have:8n 2 N : �(n) = �(n)(1)_�(n)(2)_ : : :_�(n)(j )_ : : :We start by specifying the behavior of a consultant that communicates with cus-tomers via some communication system.Example 1. Speci�cation of a consultant:We consider the following scenario: A number of consultants reply to questionsposed by customers; the consultants are connected to a central that inputs questionsand distributes them to the consultants depending on workload, specialization andexperience; each question forwarded by the central to a consultant is accompaniedby the output port along which the reply is to be sent. A consultant is speci�ed, asfollows:CON m2min c : (Q�!N )outcon(in) = outwhere 8 o 2 N ; q 2 Q ; v 2 HA :con(fc 7! (q ; !o)g& v) = fo 7! r(q)g& con(v)CON is the name of the speci�cation. The upper-most frame declares the initialinterface. Thus, initially the consultant has access to only one port, namely theinput port ?c on which it inputs questions and their associated output ports fromthe central. Its set of output ports is initially empty. The lower-most frame, calledthe body, describes the dynamic behavior by a function con de�ned by the where-clause. In any elementary speci�cation, in 2 HA represents the input history and2 Although we already used over-line for complement, the context should make clear which oper-ator is intended.



Compositional Speci�cation of Mobile Systems 9out 2 HA represents the output history. For example, in(c) is the input historyfor the channel c. The function r describes the replies made by the consultant;since this paper is concerned with communication and not with computation, thelatter is left unspeci�ed; a consultant di�ers from another consultant in the choiceof r . By fn 7! mg& � we denote the result of appending m to the head of thestream �(n) and leaving the rest of � unchanged. By fn 7! m1; : : : ;mkg& � wemean fn 7! m1g& : : : fn 7! mkg& �. 2We assume that each speci�cation S has associated a unique, in�nite set of privateport names Ps3. As shown later, in Example 5, this set can be referenced by usingthe keyword priv. The semantics of an elementary speci�cation S with externalinterface (I ;O) and body B is then de�ned as follows:[[ S ]] � f g 2 Mobm2m(I ;O ;Ps) j 8 in 0 2 HT : 9 out 0 2 HT :out 0 = g(in 0) ^ B(in; out) wherein = dmMI ;O;P (in 0; out 0); out = out 0 gIn the above de�nition, the mobility of g enforces that out 0 = rnMI ;O;P (in 0; out 0).Hence, it is enough to de�ne out as the time abstraction of out 0.Note the importance of implicitly assuring time guardedness and privacy preser-vation in the elementary speci�cation S by imposing it at the semantic level. Timeguardedness allows us to assume that input and output are properly sequenced intime without having to treat time explicitly in B . Privacy preservation allows usto assume that input and output respect the privacy requirements without hav-ing to handle them explicitly in B . This allows the speci�er to concentrate on thecharacteristics of the application itself. Moreover the implementer is free to developstandard techniques assuring time guardedness and mobility.Another important observation is that no untimed speci�cation B can violatetime guardedness; one can always add the necessary empty sequences to assure it.A similar result is obtained for privacy preservation, if names are made abstract,i.e., if we require that any name constructor and any existential quanti�cation ofnames is in ?!P[?I[!O .3.5. M2m-CompositionThe parallel composition of two m2m-components F1 and F2 is illustrated by thenetwork in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2.The hollow circles denote interference points, i.e., points where the environment, F1and F2 may output along the same channel in the same time unit. In our approach,3 In practice this is achieved by associating to each speci�cation a unique identi�er. This is usedto generate the unique set of port names.



10 Radu Grosu, Ketil St�leninterference is modelled by building copies of a merge node into the interferencepoints and, therefore, implicitly into the network operators. This allows compo-nents to be described in a very abstract and, in our opinion, intuitive way. Themerge node M takes two named communication histories as input and yields theirmerge as output. Any occurrence of M is hidden in the semantic de�nition of thenetwork operators. Since we want the network operators to preserve causality (and,in principle, also support the speci�cation of real-time, although this plays no rolein this paper), M should neither add nor reduce delay. This means that the out-put history of M for some channel n during time unit k must be a merge of thetwo �nite streams characterizing the input histories on n in time unit k . Moreover,M should not �x the interleaving. Thus, any interleaving of the messages receivedwithin a time unit should be allowed. Hence, M is nondeterministic in the sensethat a pair of input histories may result in several (often in�nitely many) di�erentoutput histories.The de�nition below formalizes what it means for a �nite stream to be a mergeof two �nite streams. The oracle p \marks" the messages in the output stream with1 if they occurred in the �rst stream and with 2 if they occurred in the secondstream.De�nition 6. (Merge function on �nite streams) FM is the set-valued func-tion such thatFM 2 M � �M � ! P(M �)FM (s1; s2) = f s 2 M � j 9 p 2 f1; 2g� : #p = #s ^s1 = �1[M � f1gs (s ; p)] ^s2 = �1[M � f2gs (s ; p)] gwhere P(S ) � fT j T � S ^ T 6= fgg is the set of non-empty sub-sets of S .It is now straightforward to de�ne the merge node.De�nition 7. (Merge node) M denotes the set of all functions f 2 H �H ! Hsuch that8';  2 H ; n 2 N ; t 2 Nat+ : f (';  )(n)(t) 2 FM ('(n)(t);  (n)(t))Note that each f 2 M is weakly guarded since it considers in a time unit t only onthe messages received in the same time unit t . Note also that M is deterministic (ityields a set containing only one output history) if the two input histories are chosensuch that8n 2 N ; t 2 Nat+ : '(n)(t) = hi _  (n)(t) = hiNow, we are ready to give the formal de�nition of the m2m-composition. Note theclose relationship to the Figure 2.De�nition 8. (M2m-composition) Given two m2m-componentsF1 � Compm2m (I1;O1;P1); F2 � Compm2m(I2;O2;P2)where P1 \ (P2 [ I2 [O2) = P2 \ (P1 [ I1 [O1) = fg. LetI � I1 [ I2; O � O1 [O2; P � P1 [ P2We de�ne the m2m-composition of F1 and F2 as follows:F1 � F2 � f m2mI ;O;P (f ) j f 2 F1 � F2gF1 � F2 � f f 2 H ! H j 8 � 2 H : 9 f1 2 F1; f2 2 F2; m1;m2;m3 2 M :f (�) = m3(';  ) where ' = f1(m1(�;  ));  = f2(m2(�; ')) g



Compositional Speci�cation of Mobile Systems 11In Appendix B, Theorem 7, we prove that F1 � F2 belongs to Compm2m(I ;O ;P).The functions f 2 F1�F2 are additionally constrained with dmM and rnM in orderto capture interconnection information, i.e., information local to F1�F2 but globalto F1 and F2. For example, if F1 outputs one of its passive ports !c on a feedbackchannel and keeps ?c to itself, then both the environment and F2 can output along!c, but only F1 is allowed to input from ?c. In that case, the output of F2 alongthe port !c should not be observable by the environment; this is ensured by rnM.Similarly, if F1 outputs one of its passive input ports ?c on a feedback channel andkeeps !c to itself, then both the environment and F2 can input on ?c, but only F1is allowed to output along !c. In that case, the input of F2 on ?c should containmessages sent only by F1; this is ensured by dmM.3.6. Explicit HidingThe privacy of a port not contained in the initial interface is guaranteed by privacypreservation. To hide ports in the initial interface, we use an explicit hiding operator.If Q is a set of port names contained in the initial interface of the m2m-componentF , then �Q : F is the m2m-component obtained from F by adding Q to the initialset of passive port names and deleting Q from the initial interface. The domainand range of the m2m-functions modeling �Q : F are modi�ed accordingly. As aconsequence, only components receiving ep 2?!Q as a message can communicatewith F via p later on.De�nition 9. (Hiding) Given an m2m-component F � Mobm2m (I 0;O 0;P 0) anda set of port names Q . Then �Q : F is de�ned as below:I � I 0 nQ ; O � O 0 nQ ; P � P 0 [Q�Q : F � f m2mI ;O;P (f ) j f 2 F gIn Appendix B, Theorem 8, we prove that �Q : F belongs to Compm2m(I ;O ;P).Note the role of dmM and rnM in maintaining privacy: If p 2?!Q is an input portthen dmM makes sure that the behavior of �Q : F is independent of what theenvironment outputs along ep before the environment has received ep; if p 2?!Q isan output port then rnM makes sure that �Q : F does not output messages alongp before it has sent ep to its environment.3.7. Composite M2m-Speci�cationsIn Section 3.4, we introduced elementary m2m-speci�cations; in this section, wecompose m2m-speci�cations into composite speci�cations. We �rst have a look ata simple example; then we use the m2m-model to de�ne the semantics of suchcomposite speci�cations.Example 2. Consultancy network:
conn1con

c1 cn

i

adm Fig. 3.In Example 1, we speci�ed a consultant communicating with an administrator anda number of customers; we now specify the administrator and the resulting consul-tancy network consisting of the administrator and n consultants. The consultancynetwork, whose initial con�guration is illustrated graphically by Figure 3, is de-scribed by the composite speci�cation CON NET.The consultancy network consists of the m2m-composition of the administratorADM and of n consultants CON. Their initial input and output ports are renamed



12 Radu Grosu, Ketil St�lento the input and to the output ports within the square brackets to the left and tothe right of � respectively. Renaming is positional and de�nes a new speci�cation.CON NET m2min i : (Q�!N )outloc c1; : : : ; cn : (Q�!N )ADM[i � c1; : : : ; cn ]� CON[c1 �]� : : :� CON[cn �]Initially, the consultancy network has one external input port ?i on which it inputsquestions from customers. Moreover, it has n local channels c1; : : : ; cn on which theadministrator distributes questions to the consultants; the set of external outputports is empty; the output ports are input during run-time via the input port ?i .The administrator is described by an elementary m2m-speci�cation, as follows:ADM m2min i : (Q�!N )out c1; : : : ; cn : (Q�!N )9 p 2 P(fc1; : : : ; cng)1 : adm(p)(in) = outwhere8 q 2 Q�!N ; v 2 HA; p 2 P(fcr1 ; : : : ; crn g)1 :adm(p)(fi 7! qg& v) = (Sc2ft:pfc 7! qg)& adm(rt:p)(v)For any non-empty stream s , we have that s = hft:si _ rt:s . The existentiallyquanti�ed variable p assigns a non-empty set of output ports to each question; thisset identi�es the set of consultants that will receive copy of this particular question.Hence, p is used as an oracle. 2We assume that the set of local ports P of a composite speci�cation S is uniquelymapped to a new set of port names Ps such that it does not collide with the privateports of the component speci�cations. This mapping can be de�ned, for instance,by using the unique identi�er of the composite speci�cation. Denote this mappingby �s . The semantic meaning of a composite speci�cation S with sub-speci�cationsS1; : : : ;Sn and set of local ports P is then de�ned as follows:[[ S ]] � �Ps : ([[ S1[�s ] ]]� : : :� [[ Sn [�s ] ]])where Si [�s ] is the speci�cation Si with interface ports renamed according to �s .Example 3. Mobile telephones network | m2m-version:A centre is in permanent contact with two base stations; each in a di�erent part ofthe country.
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Fig. 4.



Compositional Speci�cation of Mobile Systems 13A car with a mobile telephone moves about the country; it should always be incontact with a base. If it gets rather far from its current base contact, then a hand-over procedure is initiated, and as a result the car relinquishes contact with itscurrent base and assumes contact with the other.The m2m-format allows arbitrary sharing of both input and output channels. Ifwe do not worry about interference, this is surely the most appropriate format; itoften leads to very compact speci�cations. This is demonstrated by the speci�cationbelow. The system, whose initial con�guration is illustrated by Fig. 4, is describedby a composite speci�cation as follows:TLF NET m2minout o : Talkloc t1; t2 : Talk [ ?N ; b1; b2 : ?N [ factgCENTRE[t1; t2 � b1; b2]� BASE[b1 � t1]� BASE[b2 � t2]� CAR[t1 � o]
Initially, the car is in contact with the �rst base; between the car and the secondbase there is no direct link. For simplicity, we assume the communication betweenthe base stations and the car is uni-directional. The car forwards the information itinputs from the base stations to its environment via the channel o. The car can inputeither talk messages m 2 Talk � D or switch messages ?c 2 ?N . Any talk messageis forwarded along o; the arrival of a switch message ?c forces the component toswitch its input reading to ?c.CAR m2min t1 : Talk [ ?Nout o : Talkcar(t1)(in) = outwhere 8 v 2 HA; m 2 Talk ; c;n 2 N :car(n)(fn 7! mg& v) = fo 7! mg & car(n)(v)car(n)(fn 7!?cg& v) = car(c)(v)
An activated base may talk repeatedly with the car; it is activated by the receipt ofthe message act. If it receives an input port on its input channel, it may transmitthis port to the car and itself become idle. Whether it ignores this input port ornot is determined by the oracle p.



14 Radu Grosu, Ketil St�lenBASE m2min b : ?N [ factgout t : Talk [ ?N9 p 2 f1; 2g1; m 2 Talk1 : idle(p;m)(in) = outwhere 8 v 2 HA; p 2 f1; 2g1; m 2 Talk1; c 2 N :idle(p;m)(fb 7! actg& v) = act(p;m)(v)act(1& p;m)(v) = ft 7! ft:mg & act(p; rt:m)(v)act(2& p;m)(fb 7!?cg& v) = ft 7!?cg & idle(p;m)(v)The centre knows that the car is connected to the �rst base station, initially. Duringrun-time it decides (according to information which we do not model) to transmitthe input port ?t2 of the second base to the car via the �rst base. Subsequently,it inspects the communication on the channel t1. When ?t2 is forwarded to thecar along t1, it may activate the second base. Hence, t1 also plays the role of anacknowledgment channel; it permits the centre to synchronize the activity of thetwo base stations.CENTRE m2min t1; t2 : Talk [ ?Nout b1; b2 : ?N [ factgleft(in) = outwhere 8 v 2 HA; m 2 Talk :left(v) = fb1 7! act; ?t2g & wait l(v)wait l(ft1 7! mg& v) = wait l(v)wait l(ft1 7! ?t2g& v) = right(v)right(v) = fb2 7! act; ?t1g & wait r(v)wait r(ft2 7! mg& v) = wait r(v)wait r(ft2 7! ?t1g& v) = left(v)Note that despite of the massive use of sharing, the above speci�cation guaranteesthat no interference can occur on any of the channels involved. This is in accordancewith the problem statement. However, the speci�cation format itself does not imposethis invariant. This is in contrast with the formats for p2p communication studiedin the next section. 24. Point-to-Point CommunicationP2p-communication di�ers from m2m-communication in that di�erent componentsare disallowed from outputting along the same channel within the same time unit.As mentioned in the introduction, we distinguish between p2p-communication withand without channel sharing. We concentrate on the �rst variant in Sections 4.1-4.5;



Compositional Speci�cation of Mobile Systems 15the second variant is treated in Section 4.6. To keep the presentation simple, wework in an untyped setting without tuple messages; when we come to the semanticsof speci�cations, however, we assume the model is extended in accordance withSection 3.3.4.1. Loss of Port AccessIn the p2p-case a network of components maintains the following invariant:� At any given point in time, each port is known to at most one component.This means that for any channel c, at any point in time, only two components mayaccess c, namely the component that knows the input port and the component thatknows the output port.We ensure this p2p-invariant by local requirements on the behavior of the mod-eling functions. To see the need for these requirements, consider once more them2m-case, and assume that f outputs one of its active ports (say p) to anotherfunction g ; then there are two ways in which the p2p-invariant can be broken:
?i

o o
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f g g

o o
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Fig. 5.� p = !o (see the network on the left hand-side of Figure 5); in that case, f and gmay output simultaneously along !o;� p =?i (see the network on the right hand-side of Figure 5); in that case, bothf and g may at some point in the future receive the same output port !o on iand thereafter output simultaneously along !o.Sending a passive port p is equally dangerous: f may at any point decide to activatep by outputting its complement ep. To eliminate the risk of interference withoutlosing compositionality, we restrict a function to immediately forget any port itoutputs along its output channels. Thus, with respect to our example, as soon asf forwards p, it may no longer take advantage of this port; this means that p isdeleted from its sets of active and passive ports.Note that a function may output the same port several times if it gains access tothe same port several times. It may, however, not output the port more than oncefor each time it gains access to it. For example, if a function f initially has accessto a port p, and f forwards this port, then f must postpone its retransmission untilit has regained access to p by receiving p via one of its input ports.In the case of p2p-communication, an active port p of a function f becomespassive as soon as f inputs its complement port ep. After all, if f has both ports to achannel, then only f knows about this channel. Consequently, both p and ep shouldbe added to the set of passive ports for f , and p should be deleted from its set ofactive ports.As in the m2m-case, we are only interested in environments that stick to therules of the game. We therefore constrain our functions to ignore the input messagesthat do not respect the privacy restrictions.



16 Radu Grosu, Ketil St�len4.2. Privacy Preservation Rede�nedWe now explain how the privacy invariant described above is imposed formally.First of all, since a function can output the same port only once for each time itgains access to it, we consider only named communication histories � 2 H in whichthe same port does not occur twice in the same time unit in di�erent channels. Suchcommunication histories are port-unique.De�nition 10. (Port-uniqueness) A named communication history � 2 H isport-unique i�:8 t 2 Nat+; p 2 ?!N ; n;m 2 N : p 2 �(n)(t) ^ p 2 �(m)(t)) n = mHU is the set of all port unique communication histories in H . The merge componentM preserves port-uniqueness if its two arguments are without occurrences of thesame port within the same time unit. More precisely, if pt(�)(t) � fp 2 ?!N j 9 i 2N : p 2 �(i)(t)g we have8';  2 HU : (8 t 2 Nat+ : pt(�)(t) \ pt(�)(t) = fg)) 8m 2 M : m(';  ) 2 HUDe�nition 11. (Active and passive ports, rede�ned) For any I ;O ;P � N ;t 2 Nat+; �; � 2 HU ; aPt and pPt are de�ned recursively as follows:aP1 � ?I[ !O ; pP1 � ?!PaPt+1 � (aPt [ rPt [ gPt ) n (sPt [ hPt ); pPt+1 � (pPt [ hPt ) n (sPt [ fsPt )whererPt � S?i2aPtfp j p 2 pPt [ aPt \ �(i)(t)g; hPt � fp; ep j p 2 rPt ^ ep 2 aPtgsPt � S!i2aPtfp j p 2 (pPt [ aPt ) \ �(i)(t)g; gPt � fep j p 2 sPt ^ p 2 pPtgWe de�ne the sets of active and passive ports as follows:aPI ;O;P (�; �)(t) � aPt ; pPI ;O;P (�; �)(t) � pPtrPt ; sPt ; gPt and hPt are the sets of received, sent, generated and to-be-hidden ports,respectively.De�nition 12. (Domain and range, rede�ned) For any I ;O ;P �N ; t2Nat+;�; � 2 HU ; letdmPI ;O;P (�; �)(i)(t) � � (pPt [ aPt [ D)s �(i)(t) if ?i 2 aPthi otherwisernPI ;O;P (�; �)(i)(t) � � (pPt [ aPt [ D)s �(i)(t) if !i 2 aPthi otherwisewhere aPt � aPI ;O;P (�; �)(t) and pPt � aPI ;O;P (�; �)(t).We can now characterize what it means for a function to be privacy preserving inthe p2p-case.De�nition 13. (Privacy preservation, rede�ned) A function f 2 HT ! HTis privacy preserving with respect to I ;O ;P � N i�:8 � 2 HT : f (�) = f (dmPI ;O;P (�; f (�))) = rnPI ;O;P (�; f (�))[2mm]8 � 2 HU : f (�) 2 HU



Compositional Speci�cation of Mobile Systems 17Note that we de�ned the functions f on HT and not on HU because we want thatp2p-functions are a special case of m2m-functions.We use Mobp2p(I ;O ;P) to denote the set of all strongly guarded functions thatare privacy preserving in accordance with De�nition 13 with respect to (I ;O ;P).In the sequel we refer to such functions as p2p-functions.As we said in the introduction, p2p-communication can be understood as a par-ticular case of m2m-communication. Informally, a p2p-function is a m2m-functionthat preserves port uniqueness and that forgets a port as soon as it sends it. InAppendix D, Theorem 18 we prove that this is indeed the case, i.e., that any p2p-function is also m2m.As in the many-to-many case, we prove in Appendix C, Theorem 11, that anystrongly guarded function f 2 H ! H which preserves port uniqueness can betransformed into a point-to-point function p2pI ;O;P (f ) 2 Mobp2p(I ;O ;P) as fol-lows:p2pI ;O;P (f )(�) = rnPI ;O;P (�; �) where � = f (dmPI ;O;P (�; �))4.3. P2p-ComponentsWe model p2p-components by sets of p2p-functions.De�nition 14. (P2p-component) A p2p-component, with initial interface (I ;O)and initial set of passive port-names P , is represented by a nonempty set of p2p-functions F � Mobp2p(I ;O ;P) that is closed in the following sense:8 f 2 Mobp2p(I ;O ;P) : (8 � 2 HU : 9 f 0 2 F : f (�) = f 0(�))) f 2 FWe use Compp2p(I ;O ;P) to denote the set of all p2p-components. Note that byde�nition, any p2p-component is also m2m.4.4. P2p-CompositionP2p-composition is de�ned similarly to the m2m-composition. However, feedbackchannels are in this case hidden both statically and dynamically.De�nition 15. (P2p-composition) Given two p2p-componentsF1 � Compp2p (I1;O1;P1); F2 � Compp2p(I2;O2;P2)where I1 \ I2 = O1 \O2 = P1 \ (I2 [O2 [ P2) = P2 \ (I1 [O1 [ P1) = fg. LetI � (I1 nO2) [ (I2 nO1); O � (O1 n I2) [ (O2 n I1)P � P1 [ P2 [ (I1 \O2) [ (I2 \O1)We de�ne the p2p-composition of F1 and F2, as follows:F1 
 F2 � f p2pI ;O;P (f ) j f 2 F1 � F2 gIn Appendix C, Theorem 12, we prove that F1 
 F2 belongs to Compp2p(I ;O ;P).As in the m2m-case, the restriction of f with dmP and rnP is necessary in orderto capture interconnection information, i.e., information local to F1
F2 but globalto F1 and F2. For example, if p is an active port of F1 and ep is an active port of F2then the pair fp; epg is private to F1
F2. However, neither F1 nor F2 can be awareabout this fact.Note that contrary to�, we may use
 to hide ports in the initial interface: Thosechannels that belong to the initial interface of both components are automaticallyhidden (see the de�nition of I , O and P); an additional hiding operator is, therefore,not needed.



18 Radu Grosu, Ketil St�len4.5. P2p-Speci�cationsThe p2p-model is just a special case of the m2m-model. Hence, we may still use thespeci�cation formats for m2m-communication. This requires, however, the speci�ersto explicitly capture the hiding invariants for p2p-communication; this results inunnecessarily complex speci�cations. Speci�cation formats specially tuned towardsp2p-communication are therefore desirable.Syntactically, elementary p2p-speci�cations di�er from elementary m2m-speci�-cations in only one respect: The label m2m is replaced by p2p; the same holdsfor composite speci�cations with the exception that there is no explicit hiding inthe p2p-case. The semantics of an elementary p2p-speci�cation S with body B isde�ned, as follows:[[ S ]] � f g 2 Mobp2p(I ;O ;Ps) j 8 in 0 2 HTU : 9 out 0 2 HTU :out 0 = g(in 0) ^ B(in; out) wherein = dmPI ;O;P (in 0; out 0); out = out 0 gBy HTU we denote the type-correct sub-set of HT . HAU is the corresponding setof untimed typed communication histories. The semantics of a composite p2p-speci�cation S with component speci�cations S1; : : : ;Sn is de�ned as follows:[[ S ]] � [[ S1 ]]
 : : :
 [[ Sn ]]Example 4. Mobile telephones | p2p-version:The p2p-model constrains a component to forget a port p as soon as it is sent; thecomponent regains access to p if p is later input via one of its input ports. In thespeci�cation of the mobile telephones network considered in this example, we makestrong use of this feature. The speci�cation demonstrates switching as a process ofgaining and losing access to an output port.
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Fig.  6.This network, whose initial con�guration is illustrated by Figure 6, is speci�ed bythe composite p2p-speci�cation TLF NET. Initially there is no direct or indirectcommunication link from the base stations to the car. The centre is connected tothe car via the channel t .TLF NET p2pinout o : Talkloc t : Talk ; b1; b2 : !NCENTRE[� b1; b2; t ]
 BASE[b1 �]
 BASE[b2 �]
 CAR[t � o]However, the centre itself does not communicate via t : during run-time it transmitsthe port !t to and from the two base stations via the channels b1 and b2.The speci�cation of the car is very simple: the external interface does not changeand the input from t is just forwarded along o with an arbitrary delay. Formally:



Compositional Speci�cation of Mobile Systems 19CAR p2pin t : Talkout o : Talkout(o) = in(t)A base station is initially idle; it remains idle until it inputs an output port !kon its input port ?b; then it communicates via !k until it inputs a second outputport !l on ?b. The base station responds to the second output port by halting thecommunication on !k and sending both output ports back along !l . Thereafter itremains idle until the whole procedure is restarted by the receipt of another outputport on ?b. Note that the amount of talking is under-speci�ed by the oracle p.BASE p2pin b : !Nout9 p 2 f1; 2g1;m 2 Talk1 : idle(p;m)(in) = outwhere 8 k ; l 2 N ; v 2 HAU ; p 2 f1; 2g1;m 2 Talk1 :idle(p;m)(fb 7!!kg& v) = act(k)(p;m)(v)act(k)(1& p;m)(v) = fk 7! ft:mg & act(k)(p; rt:m)(v)act(k)(2& p;m)(fb 7!!lg& v) = fl 7!!k ; !lg & idle(p;m)(v)Finally, we specify the centre: as already mentioned, it manages the transmissionof t to and from the two base stations.CENTRE p2pinout b1; b2 : !N ; t : Talk9 q 2 priv : left(q)(in) = outwhere 8 v 2 HUA; q 2 priv :left(q)(v) = fb1 7!!t ; !qg & wait l(q)(v)wait l(q)(fq 7!!t ; !qg& v) = right(q)(v)right(q)(v) = fb2 7!!t ; !qg & wait r(q)(v)wait r(q)(fq 7!!t ; !qg& v) = left(q)(v)Both !t and !q are used repeatedly by the base stations, i.e., they are shared. How-ever, they are never used simultaneously; each time a base station returns !t and!q back to the centre it loses access to these ports. By sending the private port!q 2 priv (remember that priv denotes the initial set of private ports), the centreautomatically gets access to the port ?q . By receiving the port ?q back, the centrehas access to both ?q and !q , i.e., q becomes private. 2



20 Radu Grosu, Ketil St�len4.6. Restrictive P2p-CommunicationSo far we have introduced two speci�cation formats; one for m2m-communicationand one for p2p-communication. Of course, we may also de�ne formats speciallytuned towards other communication paradigms. In this section we strengthen theprivacy invariant for p2p-communication to disallow channel sharing. This type ofcommunication is better suited for theorem proving. One can safely assume that nointerference ever occurs on any channel. Let �yn denote the history obtained from� by hiding the information along the channel n, i.e., forall m;n�yn (n) � hi1 ^ m 6= n ) �yn (m) � �(m)De�nition 16. (Restrictive p2p-component) A p2p-component F is a restric-tive p2p-component if for all f 2 F ; n; o 2 N ; t 2 Nat+; � 2 H :?n 2 f (�)(o)(t) ) f (�)#t = f (�yn )#t ; !n 2 f (�)(o)(t) ) f (�)#t = (f (�)yn )#tHence, restrictive p2p-communication guarantees that forwarded ports are not usedfor communication purposes. It is enough to restrict this until time unit t becausethe privacy constraint of p2p-components guarantees that they are not used af-terwards. Consequently, channel sharing is no longer possible; for example, thisexcludes the shared use of the channels t and q in Example 4. The set of restric-tive p2p-components with respect to (I ;O ;P) is denoted by Compr p2p(I ;O ;P) .In Appendix C, Theorem 13, we prove that the p2p-composition of two restrictivep2p-components yields a restrictive p2p-component.The speci�cation formats for p2p-communication are rede�ned for restrictivep2p-communication in the obvious way. To demonstrate the potential of having ad-ditional speci�cation formats, we once more specify a variant of the mobile telephonenetwork.Example 5. Mobile telephones | restrictive p2p-version:Contrary to earlier, the centre employs only new channels to connect the basestations to the car: at each communication switch, both the car and the activatedbase station receives a port to a completely new channel.
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Fig. 7.The network, whose initial con�guration is illustrated by Figure 7, is speci�ed asfollows:TLF NET r p2pinout o : Talkloc b1; b2 : ?!N ; t1; t2 : fokg; t : Talk [ ?NCENTRE[t1; t2 � b1; b2; t ]
 BASE[b1 � t1]
 BASE[b2 � t2]
 CAR[t � o]The speci�cation of the car is identical to that of Example 3 with the exceptionthat its label is replaced by r p2p. The speci�cation of the centre is similar to them2m-version. However, in this case, for each new channel the centre has to takecare to send the read port to the car and the write port to the corresponding base.



Compositional Speci�cation of Mobile Systems 21CENTRE r p2pin t1; t2 : fokgout b1; b2 : ?!N ; t : Talk [ ?N9 p 2 priv1 : left(t & p)(in) = outwhere 8 v 2 HUA; n 2 priv; p 2 priv1 :left(n & p)(v) = fb1 7!!n; ?ft:pg & wait l(p)(v)wait l(p)(ft1 7! okg& v) = right(p)(v)right(n & p)(v) = fb2 7!!n; ?ft:pg & wait r(p)(v)wait r(p)(ft1 7! okg& v) = left(p)(v)Note that the r p2p constraint enforces (as desired) that all names in p are distinct,i.e., 8 i ; j 2 Nat+ : p(i) = p(j ) ) i = j . Hence, we dont have to write this axiomexplicitly.The speci�cation of the base di�ers from the m2m version in that the base receivesthe new output channel instead of act and that the forwarding of the output portis signalled by an ok.BASE r p2pin b :?!Nout t : fokg9 p 2 f1; 2g1; m 2 Talk1 : idle(p;m)(in) = outwhere 8 v 2 HUA; c; e 2 N ; p 2 f1; 2g1; m 2 Talk1 :idle(p;m)(fb 7!!eg& v) = act(e)(p;m)(v)act(e)(1& p;m)(v) = fe 7! ft:mg & act(e)(p; rt:m)(v)act(e)(2& p;m)(fb 7!?cg& v) = fe 7!?c; t 7! okg & idle(p;m)(v) 25. DiscussionIn this paper we de�ned a very simple denotational model for mobile systems, i.e.,for systems in which every component may change its communication partners onthe basis of computation and interaction. This model allows a more profound under-standing of mobility as a particular privacy invariant that is maintained by the mo-bile system. We analyzed privacy with respect to three communication paradigms:many-to-many communication (m2m), point-to-point communication with channelsharing (p2p) and point-to-point communication without channel sharing (r p2p).For each of these paradigms we de�ned a simple speci�cation formalism that sup-ports the maintenance of the associated invariant. These formalisms allow us towrite very high level speci�cations of mobile systems. Since object creation canbe easily modelled with recursion, our formalisms also set the basis for high levelspeci�cations of object-oriented systems. The models of the above communication



22 Radu Grosu, Ketil St�lenparadigms were de�ned in a stepwise manner from the most liberal m2m model tothe most restrictive r p2p model. We showed that each model is obtained from theprevious one by strengthening the privacy constraints.The exact relationship between our model and more operational models for mo-bile systems like for instance the �-calculus [Mil91] and the actor-based approaches[AMST92] is an interesting area for future research. For example, we believe that ourmodel can be used to give a denotational semantics for the asynchronous �-calculus.We also believe that the actor languages can be smoothly integrated within our for-malism.Our approach is related to the work of Kok [Kok87, Kok89]. The major di�erenceis that Kok does not deal with mobility. Moreover, the handling of nondeterminismdi�ers from ours. In [Kok89], where a metric on relations is used, basically onlybounded nondeterminism can be handled. In [Kok87], which is not based on metricspaces, an automaton is used to generate the behavior of basic agents. This guar-antees the existence of �x-points. We use sets of strongly guarded functions for thesame purpose. Another important di�erence with respect to [Kok87] is that we donot consider time abstraction (at the semantic level). The reasons are quite simple.First, we want to model reactive systems and for such systems real-time plays animportant role. Second, in an untimed input/output model one cannot de�ne andunderstand the privacy invariant.The ideas on mobility of the �rst author originated in [Gro94]. In that work hede�ned a semantic model for mobile, deterministic data-ow networks. However,that model is higher-order and mobility is achieved by communicating channelsand functions instead of ports. [Bro95] and [Gro94] give also an equational charac-terization of dynamic recon�guration. Mobility in the more general framework ofnondeterministic systems and where recon�guration is achieved by sending portswas studied thereafter in [GS95, GS96a, GSB97, GS96b]. This article compares anduni�es the models given in those papers. Moreover, it introduces for each communi-cation paradigm a convenient speci�cation formalism. This formalism was appliedsuccessfully to give a formal, high level speci�cation of the kernel functionality ofan operating system [HS96, Spi97]. In this speci�cation, mobility is used to modelresource allocation and recursion is used to model process creation. The m2m-modelwas also successfully used in [Hin] to give a formal semantics to the object-orientedextension of the ITU-T speci�cation and description language SDL [OFMP+94].AcknowledgmentsWe thank Manfred Broy for stimulating discussions and valuable feedback. Thanksgo also to Ursula Hinkel, Ingolf Kr�ueger, Jan Philipps and Katharina Spies forreading an early version of this paper and making helpful comments.References[AMST92] G. Agha, I. A. Mason, S. F. Smith, and C. L. Talcott. Towards a theory of actor com-putation. In The Third International Conference on Concurrency Theory (CONCUR'92), volume 630 of Springer LNCS, pages 565{579. Springer Verlag, aug 1992.[BB90] G. Berry and G. Boudol. The chemical abstract machine. In Proc. POPL'90, pages81{94, 1990.[Bro95] M. Broy. Equations for describing dynamic nets of communicating systems. In Proc.5th COMPASS Workshop, Lecture Notes in Computer Science 906, pages 170{187,1995.[BS97] M. Broy and K. St�len. Focus on system development. Book manuscript, January1997.[EN86] U. Engberg and M Nielsen. A calculus of communicating systems with label-passing.Technical Report DAIMI PB-208, University of Aarhus, 1986.[Eng77] R. Engelking. General Topology. PWN | Polish Scienti�c Publishers, 1977.
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24 Radu Grosu, Ketil St�lenA. Metrics on Streams and Stream TuplesWe de�ne the metric of streams with respect to an arbitrary discrete metric (E ; �).De�nition 17. (Metric of streams) The metric of streams (E1; d) over a dis-crete metric (E ; �) is de�ned, as follows:E1 � �t2NatE ; d(r ; s) � inf f2�t j r#t = s#tgThis metric is also known as the Baire metric [Eng77].Theorem 1. The metric space of streams (E1; d) is complete.Proof See [Eng77]. 2De�nition 18. (Metric of named stream tuples) The metric of named streamtuples (I ! E1; d) over a countable set of names I and discrete metric (E ; �) isde�ned, as follows:8 �; ' 2 I ! E1 : d(�; ') = inf f2�t j �#t = '#tgTheorem 2. The metric space of named stream tuples (I ! E1; d) is complete.Proof The metric is equivalent to the Cartesian product metric �i2IE1 which iscomplete because E1 is complete (see [Eng77]). 2



Compositional Speci�cation of Mobile Systems 25B. Proofs | M2m CaseTheorem 3. The functions pM and aM are strongly guarded, and the functionsdmM and rnM are weakly guarded.Proof pMI ;O;P (�; �)(t) and aMI ;O;P (�; �)(t) depend only on � # t�1 and � # t�1.dmMI ;O;P (�; �)(i)(t) and rnMI ;O;P (�; �)(i)(t) depend only on �#t and �#t . 2Theorem 4. The functions dmM and rnM have the following properties:dmMI ;O;P (�; �) = dmMI ;O;P (dmMI ;O;P (�; �); �)= dmMI ;O;P (�; rnMI ;O;P (�; �))rnMI ;O;P (�; �) = rnMI ;O;P (dmMI ;O;P (�; �); �)= rnMI ;O;P (�; rnMI ;O;P (�; �))Proof The proof is based on the inductive de�nitions of aM and pM.Induction hypothesis:aMI ;O;P (�; �)(n) = aMI ;O;P (dmM(�; �); �)(n) = aMI ;O;P (�; rnM(�; �))(n)pMI ;O;P (�; �)(n) = pMI ;O;P (dmM(�; �); �)(n) = pMI ;O;P (�; rnM(�; �))(n)To simplify the notation, we de�ne:aMn � aMI ;O;P (�; �)(n)aM0n � aMI ;O;P (dmM(�; �); �)(n); aM00n � aMI ;O;P (�; rnM(�; �))(n)pMn � pMI ;O;P (�; �)(n)pM0n � pMI ;O;P (dmM(�; �); �)(n); pM00n � pMI ;O;P (�; rnM(�; �))(n)Base case: aM1 = aM01 = aM001 =?I[!O and pM1 = pM01 = pM001 =?!P .Induction Step: By induction hypothesis aMn = aM0n = aM00n and pMn = pM0n =pM00n . By de�nition of aM and pM:aMn+1 = (aMn[ S?i2aMnfc j c 2 pMn ^ c 2 �(i)(n)g [S!i2aMnfc j c 2 pMn ^ ec 2 �(i)(n)g)aM0n+1 = (aM0n[ S?i2aM0nfc j c 2 pM0n ^ c 2 dmM(�; �)(i)(n)g [S!i2aM0nfc j c 2 pM0n ^ ec 2 �(i)(n)g)aM00n+1 = (aM00n[ S?i2aM00n fc j c 2 pM00n ^ c 2 �(i)(n)g) [S!i2aM00n fc j c 2 pM00n ^ ec 2 rnM(�; �)(i)(n)gpMn+1 = pMnn S!i2aMnfc j c 2 pMn ^ ec 2 �(i)(n)gpM0n+1 = pM0nn S!i2aM0nfc j c 2 pM0n ^ ec 2 �(i)(n)gpM00n+1 = pM00nn S!i2aM00n fc j c 2 pM00n ^ ec 2 rnM(�; �)(i)(n)gBy de�nition of dmM and rnM:dmM(�; �)(i)(n) = (gpMn [ D)s �(i)(n) if ?i 2 aMn = aM0n = aM00nrnM(�; �)(i)(n) = (pMn [ aMn [D)s �(i)(n) if !i 2 aMn = aM0n = aM00n



26 Radu Grosu, Ketil St�lenThe �rst union in the de�nition of aMn+1; aM0n+1 and aM00n+1 is taken over?i 2 aMn = aM0n = aM00n . As a consequencedmM(�; �)(i)(n) = (gpMn [D)s �(i)(n)inside this union. It is enough to show thatc 2 �(i)(n) , c 2 (gpMn [ D)s �(i)(n)under the assumption that c 62 aMn and c 2 pMn . This follows trivially sinceec 2 pM1 , c 2 pM1 and the two assumptions imply that c 62 gpMn .The second union in the de�nition of aMn+1; aM0n+1 and aM00n+1 is taken over?i 2 aMn = aM0n = aM00n . As a consequencernM(�; �)(i)(n) = (pMn [ aMn [ D)s �(i)(n)inside this union. It is enough to show that~c 2 �(i)(n) , ec 2 (pMn [ aMn [ D)s �(i)(n)under the assumption that c 2 pMn . This follows trivially since ec 2 pM1 ,c 2 pM1 and the assumption imply that ec 2 pMn [ aMn . This proves thataMn+1 = aM0n+1 = aM00n+1. That pMn+1 = pM0n+1 = pM00n+1 follows accord-ingly. Finally, because of these equalities, dmM(�; �)(i)(n) simpli�es to �(i)(n)inside the de�nition of dmM and rnM(�; �)(i)(n) simpli�es to �(i)(n) inside thede�nition of rnM. This immediately proves the theorem. 2Theorem 5. m2mI ;O;P (g) 2 Mobm2m(I ;O ;P), if g 2 H ! H is a stronglyguarded function.Proof Let us abbreviate m2mI ;O;P (g) by f . Then by de�nition of m2mI ;O;P wehave that:f (�) = rnM(�; �) where � = g(dmM(�; �))The function f is well de�ned and strongly guarded because g is strongly guardedand dmM and rnM are weakly guarded. The privacy preserving property of f isproved by the following two lemmas.Lemma 1. f (�) = f (dmM(�; f (�))).Proof The idea of the proof is to transform f (dmM(�; f (�))) to f (�) by using theequalities from Theorem 4. By de�nition, f (dmM(�; f (�))) is equal to:rnM(dmM(�; f (�)); ) where  = g(dmM(dmM(�; f (�)); ))By Theorem 4 and de�nition of f we have that:dmM(�; f (�)) = dmM(�; rnM(�; �)) = dmM(�; �)Hence, the recursive equation in  reduces to: = g(dmM(dmM(�; �); ))But by Theorem 4 and de�nition of f , � is a �x-point of the above equation:g(dmM(dmM(�; �); �)) = g(dmM(�; �)) = �Since �x-points are unique � = . Now using again Theorem 4 and the above resultwe obtain:rnM(dmM(�; f (�)); ) = rnM(dmM(�; rnM(�; �)); �) = rnM(�; �)Hence f (dmM(�; f (�))) = f (�). 2



Compositional Speci�cation of Mobile Systems 27Lemma 2. f (�) = rnM(�; f (�)).ProofrnM(�; f (�)) =rnM(�; rnM(�; �)) = fby de�nition of fgrnM(�; �) = fby Theorem 4gf (�) fby de�nition of fg 2This completes the proof of privacy preservation. 2Theorem 6. F1 � F2 is a closed, strongly-guarded component if F1 and F2 arestrongly-guarded components.Proof Since F1 and F2 are closed components and M is not empty we may �ndfunctions f1 2 F1; f2 2 F2 and m1;m2;m3 2 M. Based on these functions we con-struct a function f which is strongly guarded and satis�es the recursive equation inthe de�nition of F1 � F2. Let g be de�ned as follows:g 2 (H �H )�H ! H �Hg((';  ); �) = (f1(m1(#;  )); f2(m2(#; '))The way g is de�ned in terms of strongly and weakly guarded functions imply thatg is strongly guarded. Thus � g is well-de�ned, in which case it follows that � g isstrongly guarded. That the function f de�ned below is also strongly guarded followsby a similar argument:f 2 H ! Hf (�) = m3(';  ) where (';  ) = (� g)(�)Finally, since 9 f1; f2;m1;m2;m3 : 8 � : P implies 8 � : 9 f1; f2;m1;m2;m3 : P itfollows that f 2 F1 � F2. To see that F1 � F2 is closed, assume that8 � : 9 f 0 2 F1 � F2 : f (�) = f 0(�):Together with the de�nition of � it follows that for any � there are f 0 2 F1 � F2,f1 2 F1; f2 2 F2 and m1;m2;m3 2 M such that:f (�) = f 0(�) = m3(';  ) where' = f1(m1(�;  ));  = f2(m2(�; '))By the de�nition of �, it follows that f 2 F1 � F2. 2Theorem 7. F1 � F2 is an m2m-component if F1 and F2 are m2m-components.Proof Follows trivially from Theorems 5 and 6. 2Theorem 8. �x : F is an m2m-component.Proof Follows trivially from Theorem 5. 2



28 Radu Grosu, Ketil St�lenC. Proofs | P2p-CaseTheorem 9. The functions pP and aP are strongly guarded, and the functionsdmP and rnP are weakly guarded.Proof The proof is identical to the one for the m2m-case. 2Theorem 10. The functions dmP and rnP have the following properties:dmPI ;O;P (�; �) = dmPI ;O;P (dmPI ;O;P (�; �); �)= dmPI ;O;P (�; rnPI ;O;P (�; �))rnPI ;O;P (�; �) = rnPI ;O;P (dmPI ;O;P (�; �); �)= rnPI ;O;P (�; rnPI ;O;P (�; �))Proof The proof is is identical to the one for the m2m-case. 2Theorem 11. If g 2 H ! H is a strongly guarded function which preserves portuniqueness then p2pI ;O;P (g) 2 Mobp2p(I ;O ;P).Proof The proof of privacy preservation is identical to the one for the m2m-case.The only di�erence is that it uses Theorem 10, the p2p-equivalent of Theorem 4.That p2pI ;O;P (g) preserves port uniqueness follows trivially, because dmP and rnPonly remove messages. 2Theorem 12. F1 
 F2 is a p2p-component if F1 and F2 are p2p-components.Proof That F1 
 F2 is well de�ned, closed and privacy preserving follows fromTheorems 6 and 11. We only have to show that each f 2 F1
F2 also preserves portuniqueness. In order to prove this, we have to show that for each n:pt(')(n) \ pt(#)(n) = pt( )(n) \ pt(#)(n) = pt(')(n) \ pt( )(n) = fgwhere # = dmP(�;m3(';  )). The proof is by induction and uses a stronger inductionhypothesis, the one given in the following lemma. LetaP1n = aPI1;O1;P1(m1(#;  ); ')(n); pP1n = pPI1;O1;P1(m1(#;  ); ')(n)aP2n = aPI2;O2;P2(m2(#; ');  )(n); pP2n = pPI2;O2;P2(m2(#; ');  )(n)aPn = aPI ;O;P (�;m3(';  ))(n); pPn = pPI ;O;P (�;m3(';  ))(n):Lemma 3. If � 2 HU then ';  ;m1(#;  );m2(#; ') 2 HU and for all naP1n \ pP1n = aP2n \ pP2n = aPn \ pPn = fg(pP1n [ aP1n ) \ (pP2n [ aP2n ) = fg;aPn = (aP1n ngaP2n ) [ (aP2n ngaP1n)pPn = (aP1n \gaP2n ) [ (aP2n \gaP1n) [ pP1n [ pP2nProof Suppose the above equalities are our induction hypothesis.Base case:pP11 = ?!P1; pP21 = ?!P2; pP1 = ?!(P1 [ P2 [ IO)aP11 = ?I1 [ !O1; aP21 = ?I2 [ !O2; aP1 = ?I [ !OgaP11 = !I1 [ ?O1; gaP21 = !I2 [ ?O2These values clearly satisfy the above equations for n = 1. Together with the port-uniqueness preserving property of f1 and f2 they also assure the port uniqueness of



Compositional Speci�cation of Mobile Systems 29';  ;m1(#;  );m2(#; ') and m3(';  ) for n = 1.Induction step: Expanding the de�nitions of aP and pP we obtainaP1n+1 = (aP1n [ rP1n [ gP1n ) n (sP1n [ hP1n ); pP1n+1 = (pP1n [ hP1n ) n (sP1n [gsP1n )aP2n+1 = (aP2n [ rP2n [ gP2n ) n (sP2n [ hP2n ); pP2n+1 = (pP2n [ hP2n ) n (sP2n [gsP2n )aPn+1 = (aPn [ rPn [ gPn ) n (sPn [ hPn ); pPn+1 = (pPn [ hPn ) n (sPn [gsPn )where rP1n = S?i2aP1nfc j c 2 pP1n [ aP1n \m1(#;  )(i)(n)grP2n = S?i2aP2nfc j c 2 pP2n [ aP2n \m2(#; ')(i)(n)grPn = S?i2aPnfc j c 2 pPn [ aPn \ �(i)(n)gsP1n = S!i2aP1n fc j c 2 (pP1n [ aP1n) \ '(i)(n)gsP2n = S!i2aP2n fc j c 2 (pP2n [ aP2n) \  (i)(n)gsPn = S!i2aPn fc j c 2 (pPn [ aPn) \m3(';  )(i)(n)ggP1n = fec j c 2 sP1n ^ c 2 pP1ng; hP1n = fc;ec j c 2 rP1n ^ ec 2 aP1nggP2n = fec j c 2 sP2n ^ c 2 pP2ng; hP2n = fc;ec j c 2 rP2n ^ ec 2 aP2nggPn = fec j c 2 sPn ^ c 2 pPng; hPn = fc;ec j c 2 rPn ^ ec 2 aPngWe do now a case analysis over the terms of the above expressions. Each termdenotes a particular form of input or output.1. External Input: ?i 2 aP1n \ aPnBy the induction hypothesis ?i 62 gaP2n . As a consequence (m1(#;  ))(i)(n) = #(i)(n).Suppose c 2 #(i)(n). Clearly c 2 aPn [ pPn . There are two cases ec 62 aP1n andec 2 aP1n :ec 62 aP1nc 2 rP1n ; fby de�nitiongc 62 hP1n ; fby de�nitiongc 62 sP1n ; f(aP1n [ pP1n ) \ aPn [ pPn = fggHence c 2 aP1n+1 and c 62 pP1n+1.c 62 aP2n ; faP2n \ aPn [ pPn = fggc 62 rP2n ; fu(�); (aP1n [ pP1n) \ aPn [ pPn = fggc 62 sP2n ; f(aP2n [ pP2n ) \ aPn [ pPn = fggHence c 62 aP2n+1 and c 62 pP2n+1.c 2 rPn ; fby de�nitiongc 62 hPn ; fa: ec 62 aP2ngc 2 hPn ; fb: ec 2 aP2ngc 62 sPn ; f(aPn [ pPn ) \ aPn [ pPn = fggHence c 2 aPn+1 and c 62 pPn+1 in case a and c 62 aPn+1 and c 2 pPn+1 in case b.ec 2 aP1nc 2 rP1n fby de�nitiongc 2 hP1n fby de�nitiongc 62 sP1n f(aP1n [ pP1n ) \ aPn [ pPn = fggHence c 62 aP1n+1 and c 2 pP1n+1. For f2 nothing changes. Hence c 62 aP2n+1 andc 62 pP2n+1.



30 Radu Grosu, Ketil St�lenc 2 rPn fby de�nitiongc 2 hPn fby de�nitiongc 62 sPn f(aPn [ pPn ) \ aPn [ pPn = fggHence c 62 aPn+1 and c 2 pPn+1.In both cases all the above equations are satis�ed. Moreover, the port-uniquenessof m1(#;  ) and m2(#; ') at time n, and the port-uniqueness preserving propertyof f1 and f2 imply the port-uniqueness of ' and  at time n + 1. Then the abovedisjointness equations imply the uniqueness of m1(#;  ), m2(#; ') and m3(';  ) attime n + 1.2. Internal Input: ?i 2 aP1n \gaP2nBy induction hypothesis ?i 62 aPn . Hence (m1(#;  ))(i)(n) =  (i)(n). Supposec 2  (i)(n). Then there are two disjoint cases: c 2 aP2n or c 2 pP2n .c 2 aP2nc 2 rP1n ; fby de�nitiongc 62 hP1n fa: ec 62 aP1ngc 2 hP1n fb: ec 2 aP1ngc 62 sP1n ; f(aP1n [ pP1n ) \ aP2n = fggHence c 2 aP1n+1 and c 62 pP1n+1 in case a or c 62 aP1n+1 and c 2 pP1n+1 in case b.c 62 rP2n ; faP2n \ (aP1n [ pP1n ) = aP2n \ aPn [ pPn = fggc 2 sP2n ; fby de�nitiongc 62 gP2n ; faP2n \ pP2n = fggHence c 62 aP2n+1 and c 62 pP2n+1.c 2 aPn ^ c 62 pPn ; fa: ec 62 aP1ngc 62 aPn ^ c 2 pPn fb: ec 2 aP1ngc 62 rPn ; faP2n \ aPn [ pPn = fggc 62 sPn ; fu( ); (aP1n [ pP1n ) \ aP2n = fggHence c 2 aPn+1 and c 62 pPn+1 in case a or c 62 aPn+1 and c 2 pPn+1 in case b.c 2 pP2nc 2 rP1n ; fby de�nitiongc 62 hP1n fc;ec 62 aP1ngc 62 sP1n ; f(aP1n [ pP1n ) \ pP2n = fggHence c 2 aP1n+1 and c 62 pP1n+1.c 62 rP2n ; fpP2n \ (aP1n [ pP1n ) = pP2n \ aPn [ pPn = fggc 2 sP2n ; fby de�nitiongec 2 gP2n ; fby de�nitiongHence c 62 aP2n+1 and c 62 pP2n+1 and ec 2 aP2n .c 62 aPn fpP2n \ aPn = fggc 2 pPn finduction hypothesisgc 62 rPn ; fpP2n \ aPn [ pPn = fggc 62 sPn ; fu( ); (aP1n [ pP1n ) \ pP2n = fggHence c 62 aPn+1 and c 2 pPn+1.It is easy to show that all the above equations hold. Moreover, a similar argumentas before, proves the port-uniqueness.3. External Output: !i 2 aP1n \ aPn



Compositional Speci�cation of Mobile Systems 31By the induction hypothesis !i 62 gaP2n . The only interesting case is if c 2 '(i)(n) ispassive and its complement is not sent, i.e., if c 2 pP1n and ec 62 '(i)(n).c 2 sP1n ; fby de�nitiongec 2 gP1n ; fby de�nitiongHence ec 2 aP1n+1 and c;ec 62 pP1n+1.c 62 aP2n fpP1n \ aP2n = fggc;ec 62 rP2n ; fu('); pP1n \ aPn [ pPn = fggc;ec 62 sP2n ; fpP1n \ (aP2n [ pP2n) = fggHence c;ec 62 aP2n+1 and c;ec 62 pP2n+1.c 2 sPn ; fby de�nitiongec 2 gPn ; fby de�nitiongHence ec 2 aP1n+1 and c;ec 62 pP1n+1.It is easy to show that all the above equations hold. Moreover, a similar argumentas before, proves the port-uniqueness.4. Internal Output: !i 2 aP1n \gaP2nBy the induction hypothesis !i 62 aPn . The only interesting case is if c 2 '(i)(n) ispassive and its complement is not sent, i.e., if c 2 pP1n and ec 62 '(i)(n).c 2 sP1n ; fby de�nitiongec 2 gP1n ; fby de�nitiongHence ec 2 aP1n+1, c 62 aP1n+1 and c;ec 62 pP1n+1.c 2 rP2n ; fby de�nitiongec 62 rP2n ; fu('); pP1n \ aPn [ pPn = fggec 62 sP2n ; fpP1n \ (aP2n [ pP2n) = fggHence c 2 aP2n+1, ec 62 aP2n+1 and c;ec 62 pP2n+1.c 62 aPn fpP1n \ aPn = fggc 2 pPn finduction hypothesisgc 62 rPn ; fpP1n \ aPn [ pPn = fggc 62 sPn ; fu( ); (aP2n [ pP2n ) \ pP1n = fggHence c 62 aPn+1 and c 2 pPn+1.It is easy to show that all the above equations hold. Moreover, a similar argumentas before, proves the port-uniqueness. This also completes all the cases for f1. Asimilar argument applies for f2. 2As a consequence of the above lemma, #; ' and  have disjoint domains, are portunique and contain disjoint sets of ports. Consequently, f preserves port-uniqueness.2Theorem 13. F1 
 F2 is a restrictive p2p-component if F1 and F2 are restrictivep2p-components.Proof Suppose f 2 F1 
 F2 and ?n 2 f (�)(o)(t). Then there are restrictive p2p-functions f1 2 F1 and f2 2 F2 sucht that?n 2 f1(m1(#;  ))(o)(t) or ?n 2 f2(m2(#; '))(o)(t)where # is the restriction of � with respect to the domain of f . Suppose that?n 2 f1(m1(#;  ))(o)(t)Since f1 is a restrictive p2p-function it follows thatf1(m1(#;  ))#t = f1(m1(#;  )yn )#t = f1(m1(#yn ;  yn))#t



32 Radu Grosu, Ketil St�lenMoreover, since ?n belonged to f1 and F1 
 F2 is a p2p-component, it follows that?n is not among the ports of f2. As a consequence, since f2 is p2pf2(m2(#; '))#t = f2(m2(#; ')yn )#t = f2(m2(#yn ; 'yn ))#tHence f (�)#t = f (�yn )#t . If ?n belongs to f2 the proof is similar.Suppose that !n 2 f (�)(o)(t). Then!n 2 f1(m1(#;  ))(o)(t) or !n 2 f2(m2(#; '))(o)(t)Suppose that!n 2 f1(m1(#;  ))(o)(t)Since f1 is a restrictive p2p-function it follows thatf1(m1(#;  ))#t = (f1(m1(#;  ))yn )#tMoreover, since !n belonged to f1 and F1 
 F2 is a p2p-component, it follows that!n is not among the ports of f2. As a consequence, since f2 is p2pf2(m2(#; '))#t = (f2(m2(#; '))yn )#tHence f (�)#t = (f (�)yn )#t . If !n belongs to f2 the proof is similar. This completesthe proof. 2



Compositional Speci�cation of Mobile Systems 33D. Proofs | P2p Implies M2mTheorem 14. For all n 2 Nat and �; � 2 H :(1) aP(�; �)(n) � aM(�; �)(n)(2) gpM(�; �)(n) � aP(�; �)(n) [ pP(�; �)(n)(3) pP(�; �)(n) [ aP(�; �)(n) � pM(�; �)(n) [ aM(�; �)(n)Proof The proof is by induction. We split it into the following three lemmas.Lemma 4.aPn � aMnProofBase Case: aP1 =?I[!O � aM1.Induction Step: According to the de�nition of aPn+1 and aMn+1 we have the fol-lowing cases:(a) p 2 aPn . Then by induction hypothesis p 2 aMn � aMn+1.(b) p 2 rPn . Since aPn � aMn we only have to prove that if p 62 pPn [ aPn thenit is also the case that p 2 aMn+1. By using the induction hypothesis (3), we havethe following three cases:b:1 p 2 aMn def) p 2 aMn+1b:2 p 2 pMn ) ep 2 gpMn (2)) ep 2 aPn def) p 2 hPn def) p 62 aPn+1b:3 p 2 aMn [ pMn def) p 2 rMn � aMn+1(c) p 2 gPn . Since aPn � aMn we only have to prove that if p 2 pPn then it isalso the case that p 2 aMn+1. By (3) we have that p 2 pMn [ aMn . Hence eitherp 2 aMn � aMn+1 or p 2 gMn � aMn+1. 2Lemma 5.gpMn � pPn [ aPnProofBase Case: gpM1 = ?!P � pP1 [ aP1.Induction Step: According to the de�nition pMn+1 = pMn n gsMn . Hence:gpMn+1 def= gpMn n sMn (1;2)� (aPn [ pPn) n sPn def� aPn+1 [ pPn+1 2Lemma 6.pPn [ aPn � pMn [ aMnProofBase Case: pP1 [ aP1 = ?!P [ ?I [ !O � pM1 [ aM1.Induction Step: According to the de�nition:pPn+1 [ aPn+1 = (pPn [ aPn [ rPn ) n sPnpMn+1 [ aMn+1 = pMn [ aMn [ rMn



34 Radu Grosu, Ketil St�lenThe lemma follows immediately, since rPn � aMn+1 as proved in the �rst lemma.2This completes the proof of the theorem. 2The above theorem holds even for stronger requirements for �.Theorem 15. For all n 2 Nat and �; � 2 H :(1) aP(�; �)(n) � aM(�; rnP(�; �))(n)(2) gpM(�; �)(n) � aP(�; rnP(�; �))(n) [ pP(�; rnP(�; �))(n)(3) pP(�; �)(n) [ aP(�; �)(n) � pM(�; rnP(�; �))(n) [ aM(�; rnP(�; �))(n)Proof The proof is almost the same as the proof of Theorem 14. However, it alsouses the results of Theorem 14. 2Theorem 16. The functions dmP and dmM have the following property:dmPI ;O;P (�; �) = dmPI ;O;P (dmMI ;O;P (�; �); �)Proof The proof quite similar to the proofs of the Theorems 4 and 10 and it isbased on the inductive de�nitions of aP; pP; aM and pM. The di�erence is that inthis case we have to relate active and passive ports in the may-to-many and in thepoint-to-point paradigms. As before, to simplify the notation, we de�ne:aPn � aPI ;O;P (�; �)(n); aP0n � aPI ;O;P (dmM(�; �); �)(n)pPn � pPI ;O;P (�; �)(n); pP0n � pPI ;O;P (dmM(�; �); �)(n)The induction hypothesis is that aPn = aP0n and that pPn = pP0n .Base case: aP1 = aP01 =?I[!O and pP1 = pP01 =?!P .Induction Step: By induction hypothesis aPn = aP0n and pPn = pP0n . By de�nitionof aP and pP:aPn+1 = (aPn [ rPn [ gPn ) n (sPn [ hPn ); pPn+1 = (pPn [ hPn ) n (sPn [gsPn)aPn+1 = (aPn [ rPn [ gPn ) n (sPn [ hPn ); pPn+1 = (pPn [ hPn ) n (sPn [gsPn)By induction hypothesis, aPn = aPn and pPn = pPn . As a consequence:rPn = S?i2aPnfp j p 2 pPn [ aPn ^ p 2 �(i)(n)grP0n = S?i2aPnfp j p 2 pPn [ aPn ^ p 2 dmMI ;O;P (�; �)(i)(n)gMoreoverhPn = fp j p 2 rPn ^ ep 2 aPng; hP0n = fp j p 2 rP0n ^ ep 2 aPngandsPn = sP0n = S!i2aPnfp j p 2 pPn [ aPn ^ p 2 �(i)(n)ggPn = gP0n = fp j p 2 pPn ^ ep 2 sPngAs a consequence, we only have to prove that rPn = rP0n . By de�nition of dmM:dmM(�; �)(i)(n) = (gpMn [ D)s �(i)(n) if ?i 2 aMnNow, by Theorem 14 it follows that dmM(�; �)(i)(n) = �(i)(n) inside rP0n . As aconsequence aPn+1 = aP0n+1 and pPn+1 = pP0n+1. This immediately proves thetheorem. 2



Compositional Speci�cation of Mobile Systems 35Theorem 17. The functions rnM and rnP have the following property:rnP(�; �) = rnM(�; rnP(�; �))Proof To simplify the notation, we de�ne:aM0n � aMI ;O;P (�; rnP(�; �))(n); pM0n � pMI ;O;P (�; rnP(�; �))(n)Unfolding the de�nition of rnM(�; rnP(�; �)) we obtain:(aM0n [ pM0n ) \ (aPn [ pPn) [ D s �(i)(n) if ?i 2 aM0n \ aPnhi otherwiseSo we need to show that:aPn � aM0n ; aPn [ pPn � aM0n [ pM0nThis follows immediately from Theorem 15. 2Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of this appendix.Theorem 18. If f 2 Mobp2p (I ;O ;P) then f 2 Mobm2m(I ;O ;P).Proof We split the proof in two lemmas.Lemma 7.rnM(�; f (�)) = f (�)ProofrnM(�; f (�)) hyp= rnM(�; rnP(�; f (�))) Thm 17= rnP(�; f (�)) hyp= f (�) 2Lemma 8.f (dmM(�; f (�))) = f (�)Proof By hypothesis f (�) is de�ned as follows:f (�) = rnP(�; �) where � = f (dmP(�; �))Since f (�) veri�es the recursive equation in � (it is point-to-point), f (�) = � is theunique �x-point of the above recursive equation. Now:f (dmM(�; f (�))) = rnP(�; ) where  = f (dmP(dmM(�; �); ))Now we show that � satis�es the recursive equation in :f (dmP(dmM(�; �); �)) Thm 16= f (dmP(�; �)) hyp= f (�) = �Since  is the unique �x-point, it follows that � = . Hencef (dmM(�; f (�))) = rnP(�; �) = f (�) 2This completes the proof. 2


